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SEASON'S EATINGS

SHOP TO IT

Roasting Plant

Dover Street Market

Before we even get into this newsletter let's have a
coffee. A short walk to Roasting Plant aughta do the
trick. Coffee beans sourced from around the world
brought right to your cup by a one-of-a-kind pneumatic
tube system (yes, Willy Wonka-style). This "coffee lab"
is run by a team of scientists that have a PHD in J-O-E.
81 Orchard Street

8 floors of fashion that will have you ready for the
runway. The most fashion-forward designers on Earth
brought together under one roof from Commes des
Garçons and Maison Margiela to Rick Owens and
Supreme. London's original was on Dover Street but
our's is on Lexington Avenue in Murray Hill. 160
Lexington Avenue. 160 Lexington Avenue

Cervo's
Nialls Fallon, Nick Perkins and Aaron Crowder nailed
the easy going vibe of a Spanish afternoon with this new
sweet spot on Canal Street. Seafood dishes from the
Portuguese and Spanish coastline like
Mussels Escabeche or Fried Squid are done to
perfection. If seafood is not your thing stick to the
Chicken Skewers with sweet onions and yogurt or their
incredible Lamb Burger. An excellent wine list rounds
out this laid-back newcomer that over-delivers on every
level. 43 Canal Street

Yaf Sparkle
Can you feel that? This particular boutique has
a "spark". Yaf and Torsten Flaegel run their passion
project as a jewelry shop, but their handmade pieces are
imbued with such love it's clear they're selling more than
tangible treasure, it's magic. 158 Orchard St. & 249
Broome St.

Tiny's and the Bar Upstairs
The coziest little townhouse/restaurant in New York City
is about a 5 minute cab ride from our Lobby. Tiny’s and
the Bar Upstairs is a 3 story townhouse that dates back
to 1810 over on West Broadway that has lasted the test
of time. The original craftsmanship of the space with
hand-pressed copper ceilings, antique wallpaper and a
fireplace crackling in the back sets a warm and romantic
scene. 135 West Broadway

Rice & Gold
We are DELIGHTED to announce the opening of Rice &
Gold onsite at 50 Bowery. The restaurant, from Chef
Dale Talde and the Three Kings Restaurant Group
serves breakfast, lunch and dinner 7 days a week and
brunch on weekends.
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4 JOLLY WAYS TO SPEND YOUR NYC HOLIDAYS
# 1 – Sunny & Brisk in NYC
This NYC day is for those sunny Winter afternoons when all you need is a chunky sweater and some shades. Head
over to the West Side for a stroll amongst the art on the Highline, a peek in the stunning art galleries below, and lunch
at the fabulous new L’Atelier de Joël Robuchon or charmingly Southern, Tipsy Parson. Finish off this NYC day
shopping at Chelsea Market, the Whitney Museum's eclectic gift shop or a quick pass through Barney’s Chelsea.
# 2 – Local Flavor
From the heart of Chinatown we are minutes from New
York's best neighborhoods. Iconic attractions like the
Brooklyn Bridge and One World Trade Observatory, hidden
treasures like Metrograph cinema and the uber-luxe Aire
Ancient Baths and artistic institutes like the International
Center of Photography and the New Museum are all part of
our local flavor.
# 3 – Date Day
This NYC day requires a cute little elf by your side. Get the
healthy stuff out of the way with a spin class at the Monster
Cycle or a boxing class at Trinity Boxing Club. Now indulge at
Vosges Haut-Chocolat or Roni-Sue's! Finish this date off with
a helicopter tour over NYC and if you are lucky this Date Day
will turn into Date Night ;)

# 4 - Holiday Hacks
If you’ve been there and done that, hack the holidays with these alternatives to NYC’s same old song and dance: Skip
the traditional musicals and witness the limited run of Springsteen on Broadway or LCD Soundsystem at Brooklyn
Steel, wave goodbye to the horse drawn carriage and jump in a bike taxi around Central Park, kick the Rockettes out
of Radio City and catch a show at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. Welcome to the NEW New York.

LA BONNE VIVANT
Adam Perabo is an urban explorer who loves to share his
discoveries about NYC. Revel in la joie de vivre and
connect with him at @askadamnyc and @50bowery.
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